
Table of Common Faults, Causes and Fixes in Sweep Rowing 

Fault Cause Fix 

Skying: As the blade approaches the catch 

it is l ifted away from the water 

Pushing hands down towards feet just 

before the catch 

Keep the upper body raised up over the 

knees ready to stand on the stretcher. 
Hands move in a straight l ine to the catch. 
Avoid "rowing in a circle" 

  Over-reaching at the catch Practice body position at the finish. Do not 
roll  your wheels until  your body position is 
set, then hold the position through to the 
catch 

  Dropping your head Always look slightly up or ahead into the 
distance 

  Blade too close to the water during 

recovery and raised to roll -up 

Row on the square and improve blade 

control 

Digging: The blade goes too deep with 
water coming up the shaft 

Blade not fully squared at the catch Square blade rowing. Low rate exercises 
focusing on roll ing-up. Correct problems 
with the grip. 

  Lifting with the arms and shoulders at the 
catch 

Do not catch with the upper body, 
especially if dropping over the feet at the 
catch (see skying). Draw the body, 
shoulders and arms horizontally, not 

vertically. 

  Rowing in a circle, or alternately digging 
and skying 

Make the end of the oar handle travel 
through a rectangular path not an oval. 

Short stroke: Arc of the blade short in 
comparison with others in the boat 

Foot stretcher too far sternward Check/move the stretcher 

  Not allowing the body to follow the arc of 
the blade around the rigger  

Ensure the shoulders remain parallel to 
the blade throughout the stroke. Twist at 

the lower rib-cage 

  Lack of flexibil ity Regular stretching sessions 

Two-part stroke: The blade is accelerated 
from the catch, slows in the middle and 

accelerated again to the finish 

Uneven power through the stroke.  
Breaking up the stroke components with 

micro-pauses 

Accelerate the blade evenly through the 
stroke from the catch to the finish. Work 

on flowing evenly through the stroke. 

Washing-out: Blade coming out too early 
at the finish 

Not drawing the hands up at the finish Sit at the finish with the blade square and 
covered in water. Return to this position at 

the end of every stroke. 

  Leaning away from the rigger at the finish Finish on the center-line 

  Rolling the blade flat onto the water 
surface well before vertical extraction 

Keep the blade square as long as possible, 
extract while square and then feather 

  



Dirty finishes: Not releasing the blade 
cleanly at the finish 

Poor balance Practice balance drills and very low rate 
rowing to develop blade placement skil ls 

  Blade incorrectly released at the finish Make sure the blade is accelerated all  the 
way to the finish and taken out square. 

Square blade rowing 

  Blade being feathered during extraction Extract square. Square blade rowing.  

Recovery on the water: Blade skims the 

water during recovery 

Poor balance Practice balance drills and very low rate 

rowing to develop blade control  

  Poor or lazy blade control  Develop good blade control  

Over-reaching: Poor catch position with 
body slumped over knees and hands often 

dropped towards feet 

Not using the full  length of the slide and 
fully compressing at the catch 

Work to use the ful l  sl ide. Improve 
flexibil ity. 

  Incorrect stretcher position Check/move the stretcher 

  Trying to "create" length by lunging or 

slumping. 

Length is created by correct "body over" 

position at the finish and swinging this 
strong posture around the rigger through 
to the catch. 

Leaning out at the catch: Outside shoulder 

dropped away from the rigger at the catch 

Poor balance Practice balance drills and very low rate 

rowing to develop blade control  

  Body not following the arc of the handle 
around the rigger 

Keep shoulders parallel to the oar handle 
as they approach the catch 

Leaning out at the finish: Body leaning 

away at the finish with a tendency to pull 
the oar out of the oarlock 

Using body position to compensate for 

poor balance 

Practice balance control, improve trunk 

strength and flexibil ity 

  Pulling the blade away from the button Maintain outward pressure on the oar 

handle. Keep shoulders parallel to the 
blade and follow the handle arc around 
the rigger 

  Failure to follow the arc of the handle 

around the rigger 

Draw with the outside shoulder. 

  Stretcher position too  far aft Check/move the stretcher 

Grabbing / Bent arm catch: Arms bent the 

moment the blade enters the water 

Using arms to pull at the catch Relaxed grip on the handles at the catch. 

When the leg drive begins the hands 
should hook the handle, keeping the arms 
fully extended and feeling a pull through 
the shoulders. 

  Sl iding forward through the recovery with 
bent arms 

Hands-away at the finish and maintain this 
position. Good slide control  

  



Bum-shoving: Driving the seat before the 
catch has engaged 

Legs driven faster than the blade is moving Coordinate the speed of the seat to the 
speed of the oar handle 

  Driving before blade entry Faster blade entry at the catch. Practice 
half-slide rowing 

  Stretching for too much forward length Establish good body position at the 
backstops. Swing over no further during 
the stroke 

  Weak trunk not holding during leg drive Strengthen the core (leg raises, side raises, 
planks) 

Hunched shoulders: Shoulders, 
particularly the inside held high and never 

relaxed during the stroke 

Pulling too hard with the inside arm Inside hand for feathering and squaring. 
Outside hand draws the blade. Single hand  

rowing. 

  Hands too close together Place hands at least two hand widths 
apart, but no wider than shoulder width. 

Row comfortably with outside hand off. 

  Elbows flaring-up at the finish Allow elbows to dip slightly at the finish, 
engaging the biceps at the very end and 
relaxing the shoulders 

Rushing: Lack of slide control and feeling 
rushed, constantly chasing the next stroke 

Poor rhythm Exercises that focus on rhythm. 

  Throwing the body forward. Weak 
hamstrings 

Draw the boat towards you with your 
hamstrings rather than launching your 

body to front-stops 

No layback: Shoulders and head above or 
in front of the handle at the finish. Body 

held vertical. 

Using the arms to pull too early in the 
stroke 

The arms should be used as taught cables 
until  the leg drive is complete and the 

body has opened past vertical. At this 
point the arm draw starts with bending 
the elbows 

  Failure to use the power of the shoulders 

in the finish 

Open out the shoulders at the finish trying 

to get shoulder blades to touch as you 
approach the finish. Practice drawing the 
oar while rowing inside arm well down the 

shaft. 

  Losing pressure on the stretcher late in the 
stroke. 

Keep pressure on the footboard through 
the last third of the stroke. 

Excessive layback: Body angle at the finish 

too far towards the bow 

Foot stretcher too far towards the bow Check/move the stretcher 

Gorilla grip: Gripping the oar handle too 
tightly 

Lack of confidence within the boat. Even 
fear of capsize. 

Play the piano (loosen grip and wiggle 
fingers) on the recovery. Improve balance 
and set of the boat 

  See "Grabbing" fault   

Backsplash: Knocking water backwards 
with the blade at the catch 

Too slow blade entry relative to boat 
speed 

Increase the speed of the connection at 
the catch. Practice front-stop rowing 

  Incorrect blade height during recovery and 
roll-up 

Practice balance drills and very low rate 
rowing to develop blade control. 

 


